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Problem Statement
 Users express their opinion about brands by sharing posts

Related work

Motivation
 Brand posts may be popular due to cues related to:
 Factually information of the brand (e.g. products/concepts)
 Brand centrality (e.g. detecting brand logo)
 Promotional self-presentation (e.g. detecting face)

#Burger #Fries
#Selfi #Happy

#Friend #Summer
#Burgerking #Enjoy

#Enjoy #Drinking #Foodbaby #Wendys
#Mcdonalds
#Model #Gym

 Brand sentiment (e.g. detecting sentiments)

 Social media is reshaping the marketing and business

 Extract and use these cues from visual and textual channel

 Some brand-related posts are going to be more popular

 We call the ensemble of cues engagement parameters

 Research question:
 What aspects of brand-related posts determine their popularity

Goal:
 Predicting the popularity of posts using engagement parameters

in multimodal social media and how to detect it automatically?

We propose to learn a ranker by considering hidden
variables which effect the number of post like

Our proposal

Empirical Study
Experimental setup
 Dataset:

Multimodal features for popularity
Dataset



BurgerKing, Culver’s, JackInTheBox, SonicDriveIn, Wendy’s, McDonalds

 75K posts crawled from Instagram
 Two settings: Category-mix (all posts) and Category-specific

 Features:

Visual features
CNN-Pool5

ConceptVec-15k

Visual
Sentiment

IFD

IFT

Visual
combi

Category
mix

0.201

0.187

0.224

0.186

0.201
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Category
specific

0.220

0.196

0.264

0.191

0.210

0.274

 6 brand categories:

Dataset

Textual features
Word2Vec

Textual
sentiment

Term
based

TFD

TFT

Textual
combi

Category
mix

0.184

0.206

0.191

0.290

0.271

0.311

Category
specific

0.217

0.241

0.220

0.302

0.280

0.316

 Visual: DeepNet (CNN-Pool5, ConceptVec15k), Visual sentiment
 Textual: Term-based, Word2Vec, Textual sentiment
 Semantic embedding: Freebase-Type, Freebase-Domain
 Visual Google API for extracting: Brand, Face, Product

 Modeling:
 Support vector regressor

 Evaluation:
 Spearman’s rank correlation

Popularity inside a category

Popularity by engagement parameters

Dataset

VisualCombi+TextualCombi

Category
mix

0.325

Category
specific

0.337

• Baseline1: visual features • Baseline2: visual features + Sentiment + textual feature

Dataset

Baseline1

Baseline2

This paper

Category-mix

0.221

0.312

0.441

Category-specific

0.231

0.328

0.462

Visual and textual features are complementary for predicting popularity

Post popularity detection accuracy profits from using engagement parameters

Selecting images from off-line collection

Conclusions

 Visual and textual feature are complementary in
post popularity prediction

Conclusions
 Popularity prediction accuracy increases by
engagement parameters
between brand categories

 Engagement parameters help us to differentiate
between the popularity in various brand categories

Some parameters are more important than others for a specific brand category

Our proposal for selecting the set of images which will become more popular
is more effective than two baselines
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